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Kryon’s Voice… 
 
Good evening everyone: 
 
Have you noticed the amount of love that was needed to bring us all here? Have you 
noticed how this love has - metaphorically speaking - pushed the veil aside? Only love 
– ours and yours together – has made it possible for this to take place now… for now is 
Now. For you it is “here,” and for the others is “there.”  Some are listening and others 
are reading, but all of you understand that there are no borders that can separate the 
Spiritual Family. 
 
Dear human, we are your Family: we are your father, your mother, your brother and 
your sister. We are your lover, your teacher… and also your friend. We are everything 
to you, whether is inside or outside of yourself. Inside or outside? The “out there” is 
just an illusion. Whatever you believe is outside, it’s actually inside… 
 
We have pushed the Veil aside and we are here in this Family reunion like we never 
have before. So much co-creation was needed! We spoke about it a while ago. Our 
spokesman expressed it so to the audience (in reference to the words Mario exchanged 
with the audience right before the channeling session). This co-creation was truly 
needed in order to meet here again, in this geographical place (Buenos Aires, 
Argentina). Here we are, together again, reminiscing about other physical, as well as 
non-physical, moments. 
 
You know who we are, don’t you? We are the Kryon Group and Kryon – as we have 
said before – it is not an entity. Kryon is a higher consciousness group responding to 



your will, human being, responding to your desires and wishes. And do you know why? 
Because your wishes are the same as ours, because you and I are One. 
 
I am Kryon and I am at the service of humanity. 
 
Here I am again, enjoying this wonderful moment we have all facilitated. And do you 
know why I am addressing you? Because you need to hear me directly and informally; 
you are somewhat tired of listening to me say “you” and “us”… You would now like to 
hear a more personal message, wouldn’t you?  
 
Learning To Listen With the Heart 
 
Dear human, today’s message is for you: the one listening, the one reading this now. 
We know you are learning to “listen” with the heart, for you know that the words are 
not as important as the feelings you are experiencing now. Feel! Feel your heart! Feel 
us caressing your soul! Feel us – as we’ve said so many times before – washing your 
feet. 
 
There is nothing we enjoy better than washing your feet, for in doing so we literally 
place ourselves at your feet… Ah, it is a pleasure to be at your feet! It is the highest 
tribute we can pay to you, because it took courage to renounce your divinity and come 
here to experience duality! So, here we are at your feet, reminding you who you are 
and why you are here. 
 
It was your decision to be here, you entered into a contract. You accepted to be here, 
and you know very well that it was not done grudgingly. On the contrary, human, you 
were jubilant and could hardly wait for the time to face again those with whom you 
had unresolved matters. And so many things left unresolved! And you having to 
remember all this by yourself! By yourself? No. I, too, know how many things you left 
unresolved… and I also know how many you have already resolved, and how many mill 
around in your human head that you wish you could resolve…that is why you are here, 
isn’t that the truth? 
 
We know everything about you, dear angel disguised as human in service! We know 
your name, we know your vibration, and we see all your colors… Did you know that 
you also bring your colors to your earthly existence? And your rainbow of colors is 
displayed before us, in complete ecstasy and full magnificence. 
 
You are so integrated into this experience, human, that you are listening with the 
heart, not with your heart, but with the heart of this soul family that has decided to be 
here and now… And you are here because you have come to receive consolation and 
the love from home that you miss so much and long for every day, the home you think 
about when you go to sleep, the home you dream about every night, and the space 
you visualize during your meditations. 
 
Feel safe, you are home. All of us here love you. You do not have to worry. This is your 
home, sweet home. Simply enjoy it. Savor this moment you signed on for through 
your multidimensional being… the one who lives with you in other dimensions, the one 
that “piece by piece” is integrating with you… the one with whom you will reunite 



tomorrow… And, when is tomorrow? Maybe this is tomorrow, for time is an illusion, it 
does not exist. 
 
Dear, try to visualize yourself already reunited and integrated with your 
multidimensional pieces, for this will make you feel more complete than ever and you 
will feel the true purpose of this reunion. Do you know what that is? The purpose is 
simply to FEEL.  Just feel! There is nothing to think about, there is nothing to process, 
is all about FEELING. 
 
Kryon’s voice will rock you… Do you feel how it rocks you and transports you? 
Transport yourself with Kryon to the depth of your being. Look at yourself! Observe 
your own face and see who you really are. You won’t have to try too hard. Look at that 
face! That face is you. It is made of those pieces that shape your evolutionary 
experience, that which you have searched for and continue to search in all the spheres 
and dimensions… those experiences that shape you and make you what you are: a 
unique piece!  
 
Human, you are unique in your originality and in your singularity! Creation lives and 
manifests in you. You are the Creation and the purpose of Being, because the timeless 
being has to express Itself through you. There is no other way to look at it. All you 
have done, all you have achieved, all you have treasured and all that has shaped you 
is perfect. Look at yourself! I urge to look at yourself! Observe yourself, but not with 
your physical eyes… 
 
Feel! 
 
Words and thoughts are worthless at this moment. Your feelings are the only thing 
that counts. Connect with those feelings and know that you are unique, but you are 
also part of the multiplicity of Being, made up not only of you – your essence – but 
also of others, others that are cells of Creation, like you. All Creation is contained in 
you, and without you, Creation would not be complete. You are playing the main role 
in this experience taking place now. Without you, there would be no experience 
(referring to the physical reunion in Buenos Aires). 
 
Let Us Be One 
 
As we said through our spokesman before, the being seated to your left, the one to 
your right, the one in front of you and the one behind, everyone, absolutely everyone 
here with you now is necessary to this experience. Everyone here entered into a 
contract so that we can all – you and I – simply become ONE. 
 
Dear human, the purpose of this meeting today is to become ONE. I know, dear, that 
this is a difficult concept. Our spokesman has trouble understanding this concept, too. 
Your experience in duality does not allow you to process it properly. 
 
But now you have the opportunity to feel that all of us – all the ones who are you and 
all the ones who are I – are, in fact, included in that big sphere we visualized together 
(in reference to the previous visualization and meditation). The purpose of this Family 
reunion is to realize that we cannot be separate, that it is necessary that we, together, 
have an experience from the heart.  



When we spoke of the metaphoric veil being pushed aside to reveal an opening 
towards the dimensional threshold, we were not actually speaking of a thin veil of 
transparent material, which – as we said in our past meeting (Buenos Aires, April 12th, 
2007) – is just a metaphor. 
 
When our metaphoric veil was pushed aside to reveal the dimensional opening, our 
hearts opened in unison, and the opening of that threshold traced a path to the heart. 
 
We have the opportunity during this meeting to open a path to the heart. You are at 
this moment beginning to learn how to open your heart. You, who generally does not 
open your heart to life, who closes up to feelings, who does not show what you feel 
and who does not open up to others for fear of being emotionally invaded… Tell me, 
how did it happen? Did it involve effort? Was it difficult? 
 
Yes, we know that you are afraid to let others see your true feelings, but dear, your 
essence and your truth are contained in the expression of your feelings, what is the 
sense in hiding them? 
 
Partly, our exercise for today is this: TO FEEL 
 
You are in this big room surrounded by people who have attained oneness with you 
and you with them. This was possible because all the people here have opened up their 
hearts the same way as you. Do you understand the lesson here? Feel, receive and 
surrender.  
 
In the act of giving there is an act of receiving. The energy moves both ways.  It is not 
possible — we assure you — to give without receiving.  When you are ready to give, 
you open the door to receive. This applies to all facets of your life. We know you had 
only forgotten and this is natural. We know you have forgotten about that and so 
many other things, but it doesn’t matter! Part of your mission here and now is to 
remember what your plans are for your evolution! 
 
Human, try to be aware that you are here in this dimensional plane to support all type 
of experiences associated with the material essence of this plane. Try harder, take 
some risks, create, materialize, feel, live…you cannot escape these experiences 
because you chose them yourself. That is why you are here! You can’t hide thinking 
that if you hide you will avoid certain experiences. If you hide and try to avoid 
experiences, you will not have that for which you paid such a high price! 
 
You know, dear, we really know what it took for you to be here. It requires a lot of 
courage to give up your angelical being in favor of a human experience. Do you know 
how many wanted to be here now, in your place? Do you know how many? You have 
no idea! There is an endless line of souls that wish to come back here to learn, to 
complete their learning and do it better each time. It is truly a challenge! When you go 
back and regain your essence, you will remember just how challenging your 
experience was or is.  
 
 



I can almost hear you: “Hey, Kryon, wait… there is so much I still have to do! I want to 
go back. I can’t wait to go back, because I know that I would not make the same 
mistakes again, and that I would do everything better.” Of course, I know it! You know 
it! Everyone says the same thing. 
 
What is the difference in each individual’s experience? The difference is that each one 
of you has something to learn, and at the same time, this is linked to his other self, his 
other “I,” his other “you.” Before you know it, your experience with others is related to 
the experiences others have with you.  It is about all of the experiences converging in 
the Totality of Being.   
 
Your being is not only unique: it is One with All There Is. This makes you Divine, 
original and allows you to posses the essence you call God. Who is God? God is you, 
dear human. God is only a word to describe the experience of the being who has 
renounced his divinity in order to experience humanity, integrate it in his essence and 
take the experience back to the original source. Thus the original source nourishes and 
grows. God - all of us - grows bigger and wiser.  Reclaiming the integration of your 
essence simply means reclaiming your multidimensional being in all your experiences.  
Do not be afraid to be who you are. 
 
Transmuting Your Human Experience 
 
Dear, we know you question yourself often: “Kryon, why do I have this or that fault? 
Why is my relationship with others so difficult? Why am I a pushover? Why do I need 
to be accepted? Why am I such a glutton? Why do I have such a big ego?” Because 
that is YOU! You accepted to return to improve your human essence. There is no other 
way to do it. It is not about struggling with “your faults,” is about being aware of what 
limits you, this will allow you to experience it more consciously, this awareness will 
help you heal it and transcend it.  
 
We tell you that you are healing at different levels, levels you never imagined! You 
have no idea, oh, human angel, of what you are capable of! If only you knew the full 
extent of your power - and we have told you more than once - if you only knew how 
creative and powerful you are, if only you knew that you can do anything… 
 
We are here, kneeling in front of you, washing your feet, because with this gesture we 
acknowledge your full magnificence, dear human angel. So, acknowledge yourself, and 
when you have done this, you will know what we mean. When are you going to realize 
it? When you look into the eyes of the person next to you and acknowledge him as 
being part of you, when you look into his eyes and feel that it is you looking back… 
when you touch his skin and feel you are caressing yourself, you will then know that 
the lesson is just beginning! 
 
Ah, did you think I would tell you that the lesson ends here? No, dear, no. This never 
ends. The lessons are infinite, because we are infinite, we are all immortal. This is just 
beginning and it never ends. 
 
Do you remember ever seeing in one of your movies - one of those “sci-fi” movies - a 
character that was immortal? In his dialogue, the character claims to be bored with 
immortality, “Oh, how boring immortality is! I have outlived everyone in every period I 



ever lived.  Everyone I love eventually dies, and I feel as if my long life is nothing 
more than a series of loses.”  
 
Do you know what? Is not like that! You will never be bored with immortality, because 
your immortality is your challenge to grow, which helps the Timeless Being grow, the 
group consciousness we all are. Besides, all your soulmates and travel companions will 
always be with you, because they are your family.  Remember that we are all ONE and 
we will always be together, helping each other. 
 
As our spokesman said a while ago (during the conference before the channeling 
session), this group experience - this gathering of feelings and sensations - was 
triggered by your presence. Your presence is essential to us and this is happening now 
because you are here.  
 
Healing Is a Natural State 
 
You came to this family reunion looking for information and to hear my words of 
consolation. You came looking for healing. What do you need to heal, dear human? Is 
it your physical body that worries you? There are many people who have a great desire 
to heal in this gathering.  
 
You, who would like to be healed, let me tell you something: you area already healed! 
You don’t have to worry. That is already resolved. Healing is in your “assets” column of 
your accounting book. All the potentials of your healing that you desire so much are in 
your now. That which you think “will” happen has already happened, because is part of 
your present experience. Dear human, take home the concept that you don’t need to 
worry about your physical body. Healing does not include the word “worry.” The word 
“healing” implicitly contains the concept of “healed,” so you are healed. You don’t have 
to worry about healing; you simply have to be healthy! 
 
We have spoken of both, the emotional and the spiritual part of your search that has 
to do with the need to learn something that you may not want to learn, because you 
think is something difficult to integrate in your human experience. Surrender. Simply 
surrender and accept that, as a being having a human experience, you need to 
properly focus on what you fear. The more you fear it, the more you need to face it, 
dear. If you run away from it and don’t face it, you will not assimilate it and it will not 
become part of your awareness, therefore, it will not be part of you and you will not 
take it as an experience that will contribute to the healing of your other 
multidimensional aspects.  
 
The subject of this Family reunion is healing on all levels. Our spokesman didn’t know 
what the subject was. We think is funny, because he asks about it and he thinks he 
should speak about this or that… but, as he told you, there is no way of knowing until 
the moment is here and not before the Soul Group has gathered. Why are we speaking 
of healing? Because the group gathered here is ASKING for healing. This group needs 
to hear words of encouragement about their own healing. Healing is a big worry, we 
already told you, stop worrying, human.  
 
 
 



Potentials of the Transition For 2007 
 
Ah, your blessed worries… Worry it’s been in the air about what could happen in a year 
of transition like 2007. There is nothing to worry about, dear. As our spokesman said 
(during the conference before the channeling session), numbers, in their essence, are 
symbols that can be translated into dimensional vibrations that could characterize 
immediate effects at a terrestrial level (in reference to a question asked by an 
attendee about the potential of the “9” of the year 2007). 
 
However, at this moment, this should be the least of your worries. What is really 
important is the core of the message. The essence of the message is that humanity - 
you - together with us, your guides, are moving forward towards a change of 
paradigm, towards a new transition during which will be necessary to leave old 
patterns behind and adopt new models.  
 
The new models humanity will adopt are based on reciprocal patterns of cooperation 
and a humanitarian spirit.  In order for humankind to recover the humanitarian spirit it 
once had, it has to go through a series of transitory filters. Therefore, it is necessary 
for the period of transition to occur during these times you live in, but not in the 
dramatic way you may think is going to happen.  
 
The time of transition it’s about a process of purification. Who should be purged? 
Everyone, dear! When we say “everyone” we are talking about you, all of you, and us - 
as your guides - and obviously your beloved Mother Earth. You know very well that 
humanity has not cared for Mother Earth. The planet needs to purge through its own 
adjustments at a different wavelength, which is already happening in a very natural 
way. There is no reason to be alarmed. Remember that all the prophecies about 
catastrophes are a thing of the past. We have said it many times through different 
spokesmen: the Apocalypse does not exist, is just part of an old book written by you 
as a human group. Who else could have written the book but you? This book is not 
titled Apocalypse any more, is now titled “The Rebirth of a New Earth.” 
 
What is a rebirth? Have you ever witnessed a birth? For a birth to happen there must 
be a pregnancy first, and the pregnancy is the readjustment of an energy that 
gestates, grows and accommodates itself in the mother’s womb. This energy seeks a 
channel to go through and to alleviate the pressure contained in the womb until the 
time of birth.  
 
Consequently, the rebirth of humankind calls for some necessary adjustments and re-
accommodation in the womb of Mother Earth… once the birth has taken place; we will 
have a new infant in our hands. What do you do with a new infant? You give it love 
and warmth, care and protection.  
 
This New Earth, the new humanity that will birth soon, is going to need a lot of love. 
This new infant - who it’s you, humans, in new clothing - will need the maximum 
amount of love possible. Where is this love coming from, dear? From yourselves! You 
will learn to show it through all the readjustments and transitions you have to 
experience, and it will help you understand, forgive, and accept the inevitable and to 
harmoniously flow towards what will emerge after the conclusion. To leave behind 
means to begin.  Therefore, you first need to learn to leave behind. If you can accept 



it, then you can begin again. This message was addressed to you as a human race and 
as individuals.  
 
Human, I am still talking to you. Accept the change taking place in your life! Accept 
that which seems to be ending, in doing so you will bring about the best of transitions. 
There can be no transition if there is resistance to that ending that you don’t want to 
leave behind. A transition must flow. Just as it must flow from Mother Earth, you must 
also compromise in your personal area so that you all can evolve toward the new 
humanity you wish for.  
 
There is a benchmark set for the year 2012. It is only a symbol, dear! 2012 will be a 
moment of change, a moving back and forth between two dimensional worlds, a dual 
experience. There is still time before you live that experience! You will have to wait for 
the energetic adjustment. Don’t worry about it now. Furthermore, don’t even use the 
word “worry.” Get busy with the day to day business, live your now and learn to live 
the experiences you would otherwise want to reject, so that you don’t have to be 
forced to relive them.  
 
Know, dear humans, that this process of transition not only concerns you, it also 
concerns us. Aren’t we planning how this process of transition is going to go? Do you 
perhaps think that you are fully responsible? Not really, but you do have a great deal 
of responsibility, because, as humanity, you shall reap what you sow. 
 
It is now! There is no time to wait for tomorrow. Whatever you wanted to do, human, 
do it now! We portend that if you do it now, your potentials for experimentation will 
accelerate as well as your ascension process. Why? Because you will not be trying to 
avoid the potential for learning that you planned for yourself.  
 
Let Us Review the “Neutral Implant” Issue 
 
Let me tell you something else, since the Kryon Group began to manifest, we have 
spoken about the suggestion that you accept what we once called the “neutral 
implant.” This suggestion was misunderstood and incorrectly processed. Some 
understood but others did not. A matrix of fear generated around the issue: “Kryon, 
what will happen to me if I ask for the implant? What is going to happen to my life? It 
seems as if everything accelerates and comes crashing down on me.” From different 
sources began to emerge different theories that you had to request the implant 
through a ritual, during which you would mechanically recite a request for so many 
days during this or that lunar phase, etc.  
 
No, dear, none of that! You, as humanity, already have the implant! From the moment 
of the Harmonic Convergence, you accepted the challenge to intensely face all the 
necessary experiences to accelerate your evolutionary process as a human race. When 
you came together as a group, you made it possible for a powerful multiplying effect to 
generate, during which more and more humans are unconsciously accepting that is 
necessary to evolve spiritually. Why unconsciously? Because not everyone, not all of 
you, had felt the need to “declare” that you will accept the commitment.  
 
Do you know who feel the need to declare that commitment? Those who fear, those 
who feel the need to do it as if it were a regulated process, those who need to feel at 



ease through the performing of rituals, those who feel they should worry about what 
will happen beforehand. Instead, many of you have not even requested it. Do you 
know why? Because you were already working with it; because you already said YES 
through your intent. Right at the moment you manifested your intention to accept the 
best earthly experiences in order to gain the best spiritual evolution possible. At that 
moment - without having to utter the words “I accept the implant” - you set your path 
of no return. 
 
The “neutral implant” is a word that has been badly misunderstood, particularly at a 
linguistic level, due to its connotation. You relate it to something that could suddenly 
be inserted in your body, against the will of the human who requested it. What is a 
neutral implant? It represents the commitment of the human being to accept 
evolutionary responsibility for each one of his acts, being spiritually conscious of what 
he does and how he lives his life, understanding that each one of his earthly acts could 
have an evolutionary implication that may go beyond his own expectations and 
imagination, not only for him but also for the people who may be involved.  
 
So, this is what it means to accept the implant. It means to become consciously aware. 
This is something many of you have done thousands of times, particularly when you go 
to sleep, moments before you close your eyes you repeat in your mind, “Father 
Creator, why did I do this or that today? Why did I make such an obvious mistake? I 
want to be better! God, I promise to become a better human being.” In a few words, 
you do a conscious examination of the deeds of that day and - consciously or 
unconsciously - you analyze yourself, and tell yourself whether you did right or wrong, 
and finally, you promise that part of God who resides within you that you wish to 
become a better human.  
 
To accept the implant simply means to acknowledge the importance of being spiritually 
conscious. Whenever a person acknowledges his divine origin and becomes spiritually 
conscious, his earthly evolution accelerates. Does this mean that this person will have 
to face powerful processes? Not necessarily! It only means that the lessons the person 
needs in order to learn something relevant to his mission in life, will unfold more 
quickly and intensely.  What does an enlightened being do? He understands, accepts 
and blesses the opportunity to experience an accelerated process, in such a way that 
he can appreciate the lessons that these intense experiences are offering, so that he 
can later look back and see it just as something that was been left behind, something 
that brought about his spiritual rebirth.   
  
After a human being has lived through the process called “implant” - previously 
described - he will feel reborn. To be born again means that this human being will 
incorporate other parts of his multidimensional being, which are more highly evolved, 
(higher than the ones he had before) in order to “help” him accomplish his mission.  
This process is somehow similar to the concept you may have read about of certain 
entities - called “walk-ins” in the English language - who substitutes the consciousness 
of the being that lends his physical body so that another being can accomplish a higher 
mission.  
 
 
 
 
 



Humanity In The Process of Transition 
 
In brief, after the cleansing process humanity is currently undergoing, the human 
being will incorporate into his being new interdimentional aspects of a greater 
evolutionary level than the one he had before. In this way, he will continue being the 
same human being, but with a greater vision of his understanding of his mission in life.  
 
Going back to the subject of transition for this planet, with everything we have already 
said, you can understand that humanity - after facing the necessary purging process 
and transition - will be born again. What will this rebirth be like, dear? As if humanity 
as a whole had asked for the neutral implant! 
 
After this process, humanity will be born again to a higher spiritual level; it will 
incorporate into a group of higher collective consciousness that will have the ability to 
connect with Mother Earth, effectively helping humanity to walk hand in hand with the 
planet.  
 
Please, do not see these processes of change and transition as something negative. 
See them as something necessary so that you - after experiences cleansing and 
transmutation - can have access to that better world you long for.  
 
The transition experience you may have will be unique for each one of you. The fact 
that humanity will have a collective experience does not necessarily mean that you all 
will have an identical experience. What some of you may experience as a drama, it 
could be a blessings to others. Therefore, each one will know how to connect with his 
own experience, live it, transcend it and heal it.  
 
Towards a New Earth 
 
The dream of a better world is in your mind, but more importantly, it’s in your heart… 
and we now return to the subject of the heart that characterized the beginning of our 
message.  
 
When you open your hearts and connect with the unity of your being and realized that 
you are One with All There Is, you will at that moment understand that the new 
humanity is about to be born, and you will be seeing yourselves as part of the New 
Earth, where millions of new infants of a higher spiritual level will see the light of a 
new dawn. 
 
Dear, I began this message speaking to you individually in an ordinary way, speaking 
to your heart. We now conclude this day by speaking to you as humanity. 
 
You are the humanity of the New Earth.  You are the seed of the new world you wish 
to experience. The outcome of your wishes rests in your hands. Don’t put off until 
tomorrow what you can do today. It may seem redundant, but now is when you need 
to be aware of your own process. Do not forget that your own process is also a 
collective process. If you sign on for the collective process, you will be the greatest 
protagonist of a humanity that will have generated a new world, the world in which 
you will live your eternal now… because this never ends! Kryon assures you of it.  



 
Kryon is always here with you because Kryon is the voice of your wishes, and you are 
here making it possible for this message to respond to your wishes and it has been 
carried out on your terms.  
 
Our Family reunion is about to conclude. It is such joy to meet with you in this way.  
Your intention and adequate co-creation has made it possible for us to have a true 
heart and soul communion. We regret having to say good-bye, but we always 
emphasize that in interdimentionality there are no good-byes. We are always here with 
you, because we are One and that is why we reside in your heart.  
 
Go in peace, rest and process the experience. When you close your eyes tonight, 
remember that you were here with the Family, that you had a new opportunity to 
remember who you really are and that your powerful intention is the only tool you 
need to restore the peace you yearn for in your life.  
 
Our loving blessings, 
 
Kryon 
Channeled by Mario Liani 
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